
Hybrid Hand Film

Designed to minimise the stress on the operator, 

whilst applying the stretch film, hybrid is the 

leader in the market.

Applied by forward motion and not by walking 

backwards and dragging the film, hybrid should 

be the only choice in hand wrapping technology.

Hybrid Machine Film

Designed specifically to achieve better film yield 

in “Force to load” pallet wrapping machinery, 

Hybrid films give similar performance and load 

containment to stretch films normally purchased 

for the most high tech wrapping applications.

Hybrid machine films can lower the cost per 

pallet wrapped by more than 40% compared to 

traditional films on the same machines.

Our hybrid range of stretch 
wrapping films are the latest 
technology in load containment.

Features

High gloss lamination

Instant stretch

Transparent

Easy to apply

Hand film available in black for load security

Benefits

Low cost per pallet

OH&S advantages for users

Lightweight yet strong

High puncture resistance

Great load containment



 

Technical Specifications

Product Code
Hybrid.S

Hybrid.SHD
Hybrid.BLK

Hybrid120.M

Thickness
12um
15um
15um
12um

Film Dimensions
500mm x 400m
500mm x 300m
500mm x 300m
500mm x 2500m

Film Type
Clear - Hand Film
Clear - Hand Film
Black - Hand Film

Clear - Machine Film

Every metre matters is a new 
initiative by FROMM to highlight 
the discrepancies in the market 
and educate customers on 
what is right.

At FROMM Packaging we are always working hard to 
ensure we provide high quality products to our 
customers. We guarantee that every roll of FROMM 
and pallet wrapping film that you purchase is the 
same length as quoted in the FROMM Technical Data 
Sheet at a minimum. So if it’s a 2000 metre roll, you 
will get 2000 metres, guaranteed.

Some stretch film resellers have up to 5% variation 
batch to batch. This could mean the difference of 100 
metres on every roll.

FROMM provide a technical data sheet for every style 
of film. The data sheet 
outlines all the technical specifications and states the 
amount of film on every roll

 

 

 
 

Technical Data Sheet 
 
Product Code Hybrid120.M 
Product Pallet wrapping film 
Grade  500mm x 2500m x 12um 
Colour Clear 
Date 01/02/2019 
Issue Number FPA001 
 

Physical Properties Units Standard Specification Testing Method 

Thickness Microns 12±1 15 Thickness 
Gauge 

Width mm 500±1 500 Ruler 

Length Metres  2500 Meter Setting 

Mechanical Properties Units Reading Testing Method 

Tensile Strength MD 
MPA 

29 

ASTM D 0882 
 TD 14 

Elongation MD 
% 

176 

 TD 413 

Impact Strength gm 58 ASTM D 1709 

Haze % 1.7 ASTM D 1003 

 
 
 

 
 

FROMM Packaging Australia guarantee that every 
roll of FROMM stretch wrapping film that you 
purchase is the same length as quoted in the 
FROMM Technical Data Sheet at a minimum. 

T 1800 023 890
E info@fromm-pack.com.au
W www.fromm-pack.com.au

Australia Wide


